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Given report presents the results of studies of mechanisms of alpha-particles production in
16Op-interactions at 3.25 A GeV/c. The experimental results were compared with predictions
of cascade-fragmentation evaporation model (CFEM). For l6O light nucleus a contribution of
evaporative processes in cross section of fragments production is negligibly small and Fermi
break-up is considered to be main fragments production mechanism.

The experimental material obtained from HEL JINR 1-meter hydrogen bubble chamber,
irradiated by relativistic oxygen-16 nuclei at Dubna synchrophasotron, consisting of more
than 11000 l6Op-events. Questions related to processing stereoimages from 1-meter hydrogen
bubble chamber as well as to the procedure of secondary- particles and fragments
identification are discussed in details in [2-4].

In work [2] in 12CEm-interactions at 4.5 A GeV/c the azimuthal asymmetries and
collinearities were observed in two and three alpha-particle production channels. This
experimental fact as well as disagreement between experimental transverse momentum
spectra of alpha-particles and predictions of fragmentation statistical model [3] was
qualitatively interpreted within phenomenological model of cylinder phase space with
transverse momentum and possible angular moment acquired by "remnant nucleus'" at
interaction with target. Therefore, to check an alternative physical picture allowing one to
have quantitative explanation we have conducted similar experimental studies, which were
compared with the results of corresponding original Monte Carlo calculation of work [1]. The
main differences are the following: consideration of energy-momentum conservation laws in
every event with relative accuracy of 10"6, generation of events in accordance with
experimental probabilities of every exclusive (excluding pions) initial nucleus break-up
channel, generation of components of momenta transferred to fragmenting nucleus by proton-
nucleus in form of Gauss distribution as well as consideration of similarity effects, 8Be nuclei
decay and interaction between a-particles in final state leading to narrow angular correlations
by means of free parameter of the model - probability for generation of collinearity of
momentum vectors of a pair of a-particles.

Results of phenomenological analysis of 3 or 4 a-particles production in 16Op-collisions at
3.25 A GeV/c demonstrate that:

• Experimentally observed small azimuthal asymmetry of a-particle emission in a
transverse plain of collision is due to transversal motion of fragmenting nucleus;
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• Angular momentum acquired by fragmenting nucleus is small and does not play an

important role in experimentally observed azimuthal collinearity of 3 and 4 a-particles

production processes;

• One third of 3 a-particles production channel is realised as a result of excitation of

C* nucleus, and the rest - via direct Fermi decay or quasi-elastic kick-off of an a-

cluster from a weakly bound remnant-nucleus, containing three a-particles.

Analysis of kinematical characteristics of a-particles in inclusive I6Op-reactions leads to

the following. As it is expected, main part of a-particles is produced by Fermi break-up

(statistical mechanism), whereas contribution of evaporation mechanism is not pronounced.

Coalescence effect role is well observed in high kinetic energies and transverse momenta.

Presented analysis of multi-charge fragments analysis points on the fact that a-cluster

state of nuclear matter plays an important role in a structure of atomic nucleus and in

formation of final products in nucleus reactions.
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One of the central problems of high energy physics is relativistic nuclei fragmentation
mechanisms research in their interactions with nucleons and nuclei. The most effective way to
solve this question is, on our opinion, to study light fragments production processes ('///, 'Hi,
3Hi, 3Hei and 4Hei). There is a lack of data on deuterons production in hadron-nucleus
collisions, and their major part was obtained by means of electronic methods in a narrow solid
angle, and therefore deuterons production momentum interval is not fully covered. This, in
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